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Boundary Crossings
Welcome to a third year of Poetry on the Move at the University of Canberra. Once again,
we have two high-profile poets joining us for the whole festival as poets in residence:
Vahni Capildeo and Glyn Maxwell. Both are generously offering workshops, as well as
poetic entertainments and in-depth discussions about their art and the issues they are
engaged with.
There are three major areas of focus, all relating to the ‘Boundary Crossings’ theme in
different ways. Our Friday events concentrate on poetry and translation, investigating
the complex process of taking a poem into a different language, and celebrating the
sometimes surprising results. We are delighted to be welcoming a number of Japanese
poets, with the support of the Japanese Embassy in Australia, to work with us on this
venture and give a reading of the original work alongside our new versions. Saturday
and Sunday events consider ekphrastic poetry, crossing from visual art into poetry (and
back again). Our Sunday event at the National Portrait Gallery begins a further strand of
enquiry: the negotiation of cultural borders within Australia, as well as beyond.
As in previous years, we will be launching a number of IPSI publications: chapbooks by
Vahni Capildeo, Jennifer Harrison (judge of our Health Poetry Prize), and Phillip Hall
(judge of our inaugural Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Poetry Prize). The various
prizes—including the University of Canberra Vice-Chancellor’s International Poetry
Prize, one of the biggest poetry prizes in the world—will be announced within our final
event on Thursday 21 September.
Many other new publications will be launched, including those from Recent Work Press,
the vibrant new ‘micro-publisher’ based at the University of Canberra, receiving
significant national and international attention. Recent Work Press will be running a
general bookstall at most of the events, with a selection of books by those featured on
the program.
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Most events are on the University campus in Bruce (see the map on the inside back cover,
or refer to the map online at www.canberra.edu.au/maps/campus-map); larger events
are in the Theatrette (1A21) behind Mizzuna café; workshops are in 1C105. For the full
day symposium we move to the Clive Price Suite (also in Building 1), and for the
weekend off campus: to Belconnen Arts Centre, the National Portrait Gallery, and
Gorman House. Most events are free but numbers are limited. Please refer to the
Eventbrite booking page (link below) for full details.
The schedule, spread over eight days, features 75 poets and other contributors, and we
are privileged to have such a wealth of creative talent converging on our city during this
short space of time. The reactions of poets to the Canberra landscape in previous years
of Poetry on the Move is the subject of an exhibition at Belconnen Arts Centre, in which
textile artist Dianne Firth has interpreted the poets’ work. The exhibition will conclude
with a reading in situ.
We hope that you will find much to enjoy and be intrigued by within the 25 events. A
full day symposium on the penultimate day will delve deep into our various themes in
the form of academic papers, mixed with discussion and readings, and a new edition of
Axon: Creative Explorations, the IPSI journal, will publish many of the proceedings.
We should like to thank the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Research, Professor Frances
Shannon, for three years of financial support for this strategic initiative.
We look forward to seeing you at many of these events and sharing your passion for
poetry on many fronts.
Paul Munden, Festival Director
Program Manager, International Poetry Studies Institute (IPSI)
Further information: www.ipsi.org.au
Booking: http://poetryonthemove2017.eventbrite.com.au
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Poets in Residence
As part of our international agenda we are delighted to be welcoming, from overseas,
two poets in residence: Vahni Capildeo and Glyn Maxwell.
Vahni Capildeo is a Trinidadian British writer. Her
seven publications include Measures of Expatriation
(Carcanet) (Forward Poetry Prizes Best Collection
award; T.S. Eliot Prize nomination); Simple Complex
Shapes (Shearsman), a sequence completed during the
Judith E. Wilson Poetry Fellowship, University of
Cambridge; and Utter (Peepal Tree), inspired by her
former job as a lexicographer at the Oxford English
Dictionary. She enjoys cross-genre writing and
interdisciplinary collaboration, and has created
photo credit: Hayley Madden
performances based on Shakespeare, Euripides, and
Guyanese poet Martin Carter. She writes a regular
column for PN Review. Her non-fiction has appeared in adda, Commonwealth Writers’
online gathering of new stories.
Events: Writing workshop (p6); Measures of Expatriation (p10); Reading (p11); Book
launch and reading (p23).
Glyn Maxwell has long been regarded as one of
Britain’s major poets. His books include Pluto, Hide
Now, The Sugar Mile, The Nerve, and his recent
selection, One Thousand Nights and Counting. He has
won many awards, including the Somerset Maugham
Prize, the E.M. Forster Prize from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, and the Geoffrey Faber
Memorial Prize. Several of his plays have been staged
in the UK and US. He has written several opera
libretti, and his novel, Blue Burneau, was shortlisted for
the Whitbread First Novel Prize. He has taught at
Princeton, Columbia, and New York University, and
reviews poetry for The New York Times.
Events: Drinks with Dead Poets (p7); Reading (p11);
Workshop (p14); Keynote (p18); Reading (p23).

photo credit: David Levene
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Summary of Events
In the run-in to our festival, there are two other events that we wish to highlight.

Poetry and Place: An exhibition of work by Dianne Firth, Belconnen Arts
Centre, 25 August – 17 September
Poets often write poems about works of art. Now
this is reversed. Poets from the 2016 Poetry on the
Move festival (half of them from Canberra, half
from overseas) were invited to write poems about
their experience of nature and Landscape in
Canberra. These became the inspiration for
Dianne's textile art.
The poems will be presented alongside the visual
works. A number of the featured Canberra poets
will read from the work, in situ, on the final day
of the exhibition, when Dianne will also be in
attendance to talk about her art. There will also
be a workshop for other poets wishing to respond
to the visual works, taking the responsive process
full circle (p12).

Dianne Firth, ‘Canberra Rising’ (textile) in
response to a poem by Philip Gross

Belconnen Arts Centre, 118 Emu Bank, Belconnen, ACT 2617
Opening hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10.00am-4.00pm
https://www.belconnenartscentre.com.au

Wednesday, 13 September: Poetry at the House (ANU), 8pm
Chris Wallace-Crabbe, Lizz Murphy, Paul Hetherington
(Dinner available in the Fellows Bar and Café from 6pm)
We are pleased to highlight this reading as the perfect curtain raiser to Poetry on the
Move 2017. Head of IPSI, Paul Hetherington, is joined by the Canberra Times Poetry Editor,
Lizz Murphy, and the winner of The Melbourne Prize for Literature 2015, Chris WallaceCrabbe.
University House, 1 Balmain Crescent, Acton, ACT 2601
Tickets: gpage40@bigpond.net.au
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Festival Schedule
Thursday, 14 September
10am: Poetry Workshop – Vahni Capildeo
4pm: Take Five: The Creative Response
6.30pm: Drinks with Dead Poets – Glyn Maxwell
Friday, 15 September
10am: Japanese Translation Workshop (by invitation)
2pm: Japanese Translation Workshop – Rina Kikuchi, Jeffrey Angles
4.30pm: Multilingual Poetry and Translation
6.30pm: Women’s Voices from Japan: A Bilingual Poetry Reading
Saturday, 16 September
10am: Writing Poetry for Children Workshop – Harry Laing
(Belconnen Arts Centre)
2pm: Poetic Journeys: two Japanese stories – Hiromi Ito & Mayu Kanamori
(National Portrait Gallery)
3pm: Measures of Expatriation: Poetry and displacement (National Portrait Gallery)
7.30pm: Poetry Reading – Hiromi Ito, Keijiro Suga, Vahni Capildeo, Glyn Maxwell
(Gorman Arts Centre)
Sunday, 17 September
9.30am: Poetry and Place Ekphrastic Workshop (Belconnen Arts Centre)
12pm: Poetry Reading: Poetry & Place (Belconnen Arts Centre)
2.30pm: Ekphrastic Poetry (National Portrait Gallery)
6pm: Sunday at Smith’s: UWAP Poetry Readings (Smith’s Alternative)
Monday, 18 September
10am: Poetry Workshop – Glyn Maxwell
4pm: Poetry Editing
6.30 pm: Recent Work Press Readings
Tuesday, 19 September
10am: Translation Workshop – Subhash Jaireth
4pm: The Heart of Australia: A Cultural Dialogue; Transforming 'My Country'
7pm: Poetry Reading – Sarah Holland-Batt, Kit Kelen, Stephen Edgar, Judith
Beveridge
Wednesday, 20 September
9.30am: Poetry Symposium: Boundary Crossings
7pm: Bad!Slam!No!Biscuit! – feat. Quinn Eades & Paul Magee
Thursday, 21 September
2.30pm: A Celebration of Poetry (including prize announcements)
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Thursday, 14 September
Poetry Workshop with Vahni Capildeo, Building 1, C105, 10am–12pm
In this, the first of our festival poetry writing workshops, poet in residence Vahni
Capildeo will share her expertise in drafting and refining poems. Participants strictly
limited to 20.

‘Take Five’: The Creative Response, Building 1, A21, 4–6pm
Kathy Kituai, Paul Hetherington, Paul Munden, Judith Crispin, Owen
Bullock, Lizz Murphy, Kerrie Nelson, Melinda Smith, Sarah Rice, David
Terelinck
In 2016, Kathy Kituai initiated a project involving 10 Canberra poets, all of whom had to
choose a poem they found particularly engaging, write about it, and share it with the
group. Each then had the further task of responding to five of the poems—in any way
they liked. The results were remarkably varied: not only were there essays, there were
interviews, journal entries, a newspaper column, and a letter to the poet begging him to
explain himself. Some responses were in the form of new poems, even artworks.
Since then, all those involved have also reflected on the process, and this session will
enable them to share in public their creative struggles and delights.
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Paul Hetherington

Kerrie Nelson

Owen Bullock

Lizz Murphy

Kathy Kituai

Sarah Rice

Paul Munden

Melinda Smith

David Terelinck

Judith Crispin

Opening Festival Reception, Building 1, A21, 6–6.30pm,
Join us to celebrate the opening of our festival with drinks ahead of the evening’s event.

Drinks with Dead Poets: The Autumn Term, Building 1, A21, 6.30-7.30pm
Glyn Maxwell
Poet Glyn Maxwell wakes up in a mysterious village
one autumn day. He has no idea how he got there – is
he dead? in a coma? dreaming? – but he has a strange
feeling there’s a class to teach. And isn’t that the poet
Keats wandering down the lane? Why not ask him to
give a reading, do a Q and A, hit the pub with the
students afterwards?
Soon the whole of the autumn term stretches ahead,
with Byron, Yeats and Emily Dickinson, the Brontës,
the Brownings and Edgar Allen Poe, Walt Whitman,
Wilfred Owen and many more all on their way to give
readings in the humble village hall.
And everything they say – in class, on stage, at the
Cross Keys pub – comes verbatim from their diaries,
essays, or letters.
Drinks With Dead Poets, published by Oberon Books (2016), is a homage to the departed,
a tale of the lives and loves of students, a critical guide to great English poetry, the dream
of a heavenly autumn. Nothing like it has ever been written.
We welcome poet in residence Glyn Maxwell to read from his extraordinary book and to
engage in conversation with the audience.
Of Glyn Maxwell’s earlier work, On Poetry, Simon Armitage commented:
‘The most compelling, original, charismatic and poetic guide to poetry that I can
remember. A handbook written from the heart by one of the true modern masters of the
craft.’
Andrew Newey, Guardian: ‘the best best book about poetry I’ve ever read’
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Friday, 15 September
Japanese Translation Workshop #1, Building 1, C105,
10am–12pm, with Rina Kikuchi and Jen Crawford
This first workshop is by invitation only, for those involved in the
Poet to Poet project, translating the work of Japanese poets attending
the festival.

Japanese Translation Workshop #2, Building 1, C105,
2–4pm, with Rina Kikuchi and Jeffrey Angles
This further workshop is open to anyone interested in the art of
translating poetry. Rina Kikuchi and Jeffrey Angles will guide
participants through the process of moving from a literal translation
to a vibrant, new poem that does justice to the original while
following alternative, musical and structural demands. No
knowledge of Japanese is necessary. Participants strictly limited to
20.

Jen Crawford

Rina Kikuchi

Multilingual Poetry and Translation, Building 1, A21 (Theatrette), 4.30–6pm,
with special guests: Jeffrey Angles and Ravi Shankar
Following last year’s popular event, we once again present a reading of poetry in a
wonderful variety of languages.
4:30pm University of Canberra students and staff, together with members of the wider
Canberra community, will read their favourite poems in their mother tongues.
Chair: Owen Bullock.
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Jeffrey Angles

Ravi Shankar

Owen Bullock

Paul Magee

5:15pm The Poetry Translation Workshop, now in its third year, will present original
translations and re-renderings of poems in English. Chair: Paul Magee

Refreshments will be available between the afternoon and evening events in the foyer outside the
Theatrette and/or Mizzuna Café, 6–6.30pm

Women’s Voices from Japan: A Bilingual Poetry Reading, Building 1, A21
(Theatrette), 6.30–8pm
Hiromi Ito (with Jeffrey Angles), Takato Arai (with Jen Crawford), Harumi
Kawaguchi (with Melinda Smith), Kayoko Yamasaki (with Subhash Jaireth)
Rina Kikuchi (MC)
This evening’s reading presents an exceptional opportunity to hear the work of four
highly acclaimed Japanese women poets—both in their original language and in
translation.
The poets will be introduced by Rina Kikuchi, who has been instrumental in bringing
them to Canberra for this festival and for a three-day International Symposium on Poetry
and Translation: Women, Politics, Displacement, taking place at the ANU 14–16 September.
This reading is one outcome of a project in which poets have transcreated Japanese poetry
in English. The poems can be read in the new volume Poet to Poet: contemporary women
poets from Japan, a bilingual anthology, by Recent Work Press, to be launched at this event.
We are grateful to the Embassy of Japan in Australia for co-organising this event and
hosting a reception after the reading.
For details of the ANU conference, see:
http://japaninstitute.anu.edu.au/events/international-symposium-poetry-andtranslation-women-politics-displacement

Hiromi Ito

Harumi Kawaguchi

Takako Arai

Kayoko Yamasaki
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Saturday, 16 September
Writing Poetry for Children: Beyond the Jingle
Belconnen Art Gallery, 10am–12.30pm
Harry Laing
How do you write poems for kids that go beyond the jingle and the
easy rhyme? How do you push language but keep it entertaining?
What subjects and themes are kids more likely to respond to? How
do you target the appropriate age-group? This workshop is an
Harry Laing
opportunity to let your imagination rip, access your inner anarchist
and most of all have fun. Because if you’re not enjoying yourself your young readers and
listeners won’t be either. Participants strictly limited to 20.
Belconnen Arts Centre, 118 Emu Bank, Belconnen, ACT 2617

Poetic Journeys: two Japanese stories
National Portrait Gallery, 2–2.50pm
In this double bill, award-winning poet Hiromi
Ito will explore the impact of her move to
California in the early 1990s; and Sydney-based
Japanese artist Mayu Kanamori will perform
an excerpt of her latest work, accompanied by
Terumi Narushima.

Hiromi Ito

Mayu Kanamori

National Portrait Gallery, King Edward Terrace, Parkes, ACT 2600

Measures of Expatriation: Poetry and Displacement
National Portrait Gallery, 3–4.30pm
Vahni Capildeo, Kit Kelen, Renee Pettitt-Schipp, Lisa Jacobson
This event takes its title from Vahni Capildeo's Forward-Prize-winning collection of
poems, which speak of the complex alienation of the expatriate, and address wider issues
around identity. ‘Expatriation: my having had a patria, a fatherland, to leave, did not
occur to me until I was forced to invent one... An exile, a migrant, a refugee, would have
been in more of a hurry, would have been more driven out or driven towards, would
have been seeking and finding not.’
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Vahni Capildeo will be joined by Kit Kelen, Renee
Pettitt-Schipp and Lisa Jacobson in a reading and
discussion around issues of identity and migration—
whether chosen or enforced. All have written, edited
or undertaken major work on the topic, in relation to
various locations and scenarios.
The event will conclude with a brief reading by
Sandra Renew from One Last Border, poetry for refugees
(Ginninderra), a collection that derived from a poeta-thon linked to Canberra Refugee Support.
National Portrait Gallery, King Edward Terrace,
Parkes, ACT 2600

Vahni Capildeo

Kit Kelen

Renee Pettitt-Schipp

Lisa Jacobson

Poetry Reading: Gorman Arts Centre, 7.30–9pm
Hiromi Ito, Keijiro Suga, Vahni Capildeo, Glyn Maxwell
Our two poets in residence are joined by two distinguished Japanese poets in this
centrepiece event within the festival, celebrating our ‘Boundary Crossings’ theme.
Gorman Main Hall, Gorman Arts Centre, 55 Ainslie Avenue, Braddon, ACT 2612

Keijiro Suga

Vahni Capildeo

Hiromi Ito

Glyn Maxwell
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Sunday, 17 September
Poetry and Place Ekphrastic Workshop
Belconnen Art Centre, 9.30am–12pm
Lynda Hawryluk

Lynda Hawryluk

Visiting Fellow Lynda Hawryluk, from Southern Cross University,
is offering this workshop for those wishing to engage with
landscape—and/or visual art—in their poetry. She will begin by
exploring the surrounding environment (Lake Ginninderra) before
focusing on the textile art on display in the gallery—itself deriving
from poems.

Participants are strictly limited to 20, and will have the opportunity to read their resulting
work at the midday reading following straight after.

Poetry Reading: Poetry and Place, Belconnen Arts Centre, 12–1pm
Penelope Layland, Subhash Jaireth, Paul Munden, Paul Hetherington, Jen
Crawford, Jen Webb
Canberra was designed and created as a city in a landscape. But how
do residents and visitors respond to it? The Poetry and Place
exhibition at Belconnen Arts Centre (p4) explores this question
through textile art developed in response to poetry written about
Canberra’s landscape.

Dianne Firth

In this event, six Canberra poets will read some of the work on
which Dianne Firth’s exhibited textile art is based—their own
poems, and those of other, overseas contributors.

Belconnen Arts Centre, 118 Emu Bank, Belconnen, ACT 2617
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Dianne Firth, ‘Ngambri’ (textile) in response to a poem by Subhash Jaireth

Ekphrastic Poetry: Writing in Response to Visual Art, National Portrait
Gallery, 2.30–4.30pm
Cassandra Atherton, Tony Barnstone,
Susan Fealy, Luke Fischer, Ravi Shankar,
Paul Hetherington (Chair)
‘For the ancients, the best ekphrastic poetry was
prized because it presented an often dramatic
picture in words, enabling the reader to ‘see’ and
respond immediately to what was being described
or evoked. Ekphrastic poetry provided a way of
allowing readers or listeners to appreciate the
imagistic and sometimes narrative content of poetry
almost as if they might be looking at the object or
objects being written about.’
So write Cassandra Atherton and Paul Hetherington
in their introduction to the Ekphrastic issue of
Cordite, published last year. In this event, they are
joined by four other poets who will read and discuss
their own ekphrastic work, and that of others.

Susan Fealy

Luke Fischer

Cassandra Atherton

Tony Barnstone

Ravi Shankar

Paul Hetherington

This event is co-presented with Australian Poetry as
part of the touring Australian Poets Festival.
National Portrait Gallery, King Edward Terrace,
Parkes, ACT 2600

Sunday at Smith’s: Readings and Interview, Smith’s Alternative, 6–8pm
To round off the weekend, we offer a reading by
poets published in the UWAP Poetry series: Susan
Fealy, Luke Fischer, Paul Munden, Sarah Rice. The
event will be hosted by Charlotte Guest, UWAP
Publishing Officer.
The reading will be followed by an interview with
Kit Kelen conducted by Josh Inman.

Kit Kelen

Josh Inman

Smith’s Alternative, 76 Alinga St, Canberra ACT 2601
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Monday, 18 September
Poetry Workshop with Glyn Maxwell, Building 1, C105, 10am–12pm
In this second poetry writing workshop, poet in residence Glyn Maxwell offers his expert
eye on emerging poems. Participants strictly limited to 20. Drinks and dead poets not
guaranteed.

Poetry Editing, Building 1, A21 (Theatrette), 4–6pm
Bonny Cassidy, Catherine Noske, Ivor Indyk, Sarah Holland-Batt, John
Knight
At last year’s festival we heard from poetry publishers about the challenges they face—
as idealists and businesses. This year we focus more specifically on the role of the poetry
editor, with the job of selecting work and preparing it for publication, sometimes in close
collaboration with the poets.
Bonny Cassidy is co-editor of Contemporary Australian Feminist Poetry (Hunter Publishers,
2016) and Feature Reviews Editor for Cordite Poetry Review.
Catherine Noske is editor of Westerly magazine.
Sarah Holland-Batt is editor of The Best Australian Poems 2017 (Black Inc) and Poetry
Editor of Island.
Ivor Indyk is editor of the award-winning literary imprint Giramondo.
John Knight is founding editor of Pitt Street Poetry.
Refreshments will be available between this event and the evening reading in the foyer.

Sarah Holland-Batt
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John Knight

Bonny Cassidy

Catherine Noske

Ivor Indyk

Recent Work Press Readings, Building 1, A21 (Theatrette), 6.30–7.30pm
Miranda Lello, Monica Carroll, Moya Pacey, Maggie Shapley, Charlotte
Guest, Penny Drysdale
Recent Work Press presents new collections—many of them debuts—from six exciting
poets.
Penny Drysdale's Dew and Broken Glass breaks
open the prison of self to lay bare the many
contradictions in contemporary Australian
relationships.
Miranda Lello’s A Song, the World to Come is a
deeply felt and often playful reflection on the
liminal moments of contemporary life.

Penny Drysdale

Moya Pacey

Monica Carroll

Miranda Lello

Maggie Shapley

Charlotte Guest

Maggie Shapley’s Proof explores childhood and
family, memory and loss, belonging and dislocation.
Moya Pacey's Black Tulips is filled with subtly
observed poems pushed into the service of a
dark, and darkly humorous, sensibility.
In Charlotte Guest's Soap we discover a poet
deeply engaged with and ready to reveal the
contradictions and fascinations of contemporary life.
Two friends—one in the country, one in
distress—communicate throughout Monica
Carroll's strangely compelling Isolator, a book
of puzzles and performances, and screams in
the night.

Recent Work Press: ‘a poetry-focused outfit with a publisher, the indefatigable Shane
Strange, committed to pushing Canberra and its stock of poets to our literary fore’ (Kent
MacCarter)

http://recentworkpress.com
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Tuesday, 19 September
Translation Workshop with Subhash Jaireth, Building 1, C105, 10am–12pm
In previous festival workshops on translation, poets produced a
number of different translations and improvisations of Anna
Akhmatova’s ‘Three Autumns’, and Marina Tsvetaeva’s ‘Garden’.
In this year’s workshop poets will work on ‘An Extraordinary
Adventure which Befell Vladimir Mayakovsky at a Dacha One
Summer’, by Russian futurist poet and painter Vladimir
Mayakovsky (1893–1930). Allen Ginsberg liked this poem and read
it to his students in one of his classes focusing on its ‘brusque,
boisterous Russian familiarity’. Each poet will have access to three
Subhash Jaireth
documents: the original poem in Russian; a line-by-line English
paraphrase; and an audio recording of the Russian poem. In his brief introduction
Subhash Jaireth will provide biographical, historical and cultural contexts within which
the Russian poem was written.

The Heart of Australia: A Cultural Dialogue
Building 1, Clive Price Suite, 4–5.15pm
Phillip Hall, Penny Drysdale, Judith Crispin, Lynda Hawryluk (Chair)
This session occupies a space at the heart of our festival, not just chronologically, but
thematically too. It will consider the cultural boundaries that are negotiated within
Australia, with the poet speakers all highly experienced at working with regional
communities: at the Akeyulerre Healing Centre in Alice Spring, established by Arrernte
elders to maintain culture and pass it on to the next generations; with the Warlpiri in the
Tanami desert; and in the Northern Territory’s Gulf of Carpentaria.
The session will lead straight into the following Transforming ‘My Country’ event.
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Phillip Hall

Penny Drysdale

Judith Crispin

Lynda Hawryluk

Transforming 'My Country', Building 1, Clive Price Suite, 5.15–6pm
Lachlan Brown, Jeanine Leane, Saaro Umar, Jen Crawford (Chair)
Join contemporary Australian poets as they
respond to the classic Australian poem ‘My
Country’ (‘I Love A Sunburnt Country’) by
Dorothea Mackellar with a new poem of their
own—a transformation, a mistranslation, a
riposte—challenging assumptions of Australian identity and broadening the scope of
what it means to live in Australia.
The poets will discuss their poems with Jen
Crawford.

Lachlan Brown

Saaro Umar

Jen Crawford

Jeanine Leane

This event is presented in conjunction with
Australian Poetry as part of the touring
Australian Poets Festival.
Please note: this event follows straight on from
the preceding one, in the same space.

Refreshments will be available between this event and the evening reading in the foyer outside the
Theatrette and/or Mizzuna Café, 6–6.30pm.

Poetry Reading, Building 1, A21 (Theatrette), 6.30–7.30pm
Sarah Holland-Batt, Kit Kelen, Stephen Edgar, Judith Beveridge
Four highly distinguished Australian poets share the stage for this, the last in our series
of evening events, which will be followed by a reception. Judith Beveridge and Stephen
Edgar will also be appearing in the next day’s symposium.

Sarah Holland-Batt

Kit Kelen

Judith Beveridge

Stephen Edgar
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Wednesday, 20 September
Poetry Symposium: Boundary Crossings, Building 1, Clive Price Suite,
9.30am–6pm
09.30

Coffee

10.00

Welcome

10.15

Keynote: Glyn Maxwell

11.00

Morning Tea

11.30

Papers

Ad verbum: Translation as transportation and the (running) Catullan glossary in
Anne Carson’s Nox – Christine Wiesenthal
Anne Carson’s recent multi-media ‘epitaph’, Nox (Latin for ‘night’) is perhaps one of the
most stunning achievements of this extraordinary experimental poet and classical scholar.
Diptych in form, the accordion fold-out text counterpoints an autobiographical elegy to
Carson’s late brother, Michael, with a word-for-word translation of Catullus’s #101—an
elegiac precursor text also written in memory of a dead brother. While the personal elegy
that emerges in fragmentary form on the right-hand side pages of Nox has drawn the
lion’s share of critical attention to date, this presentation focuses on the contributions and
complexities of the left-hand ‘Catullus pages’, as Carson has called them. Too often
glossed over as a formal device that is resonant but somehow supplementary, Carson’s
bilingual dictionary entries in Nox are, I argue, actually integral to the logic of the work
as a whole, raising questions essential not only to translation poetics and conceptions of
‘authority’ itself, but to the poetic and literary forms of elegy and lexicography/
glossography, as well. My paper thus aims to offer an examination of both the process
and the implications of Carson’s translation poetics as a form of creative transportation.
Write into the unsayable: Apophatic strategy in poetic practice – Mags Webster
Poet Alice Notley once remarked ‘like many writers I feel ambivalent about words, I
know they don't work, I know they aren't it’ (2010). Over centuries, in both East and West,
poets, mystics, philosophers, and worshippers have developed a semantics of negation—
apophasis—to deal with what lies beyond language, to draw closer to uttering what
cannot be said. As part of my PhD research, I am experimenting with apophasis as a
poetic strategy, exploring representations (in both poetic form and content) of absence
through space, silence, and denial. Taking Notley’s statement as a reference point, this
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paper contemplates, from a practitioner perspective and through examples of my creative
work, the idea that every poem is an attempt to write into the unsayable.
Be spoken to: A boundary-crossing art/poetry project – Caren Florance, Melinda
Smith
This paper presents a cross-disciplinary collaborative project between a poet and a book
artist. A site-specific residency project in 2014 for MoAD in Old Parliament House,
Canberra gave rise to two other publishing artifacts: a chapbook (for a poetry audience)
and an artists’ book (for a visual arts audience). The collaboration produced original
poems, ‘cut-ups’ composed from in situ sources, poems composed of key-word
anagrams, and erasure poems sourced from Hansard speeches and newspaper articles
from the year 1962. Each mode of publication offers different affordances for the source
texts, offering them variable states of print-performance. The project also explores
poetry’s relationship to public culture and institutions and the language these use. The
poetic component in the project is an exercise in re-voicing and speaking back to the
concept of a parliament, while the artistic component of the project is an exercise in close
reading, both of the space itself and of the words inside it.
12.30

Reading by Angela Gardner (introduced by Caren Florance, in relation to
exhibited works)

12.45

Lunch

13.30

The image in the poem: A conversation – Judith Beveridge, Stephen Edgar, Paul
Hetherington (Chair)

14.00

Papers

The hybrid verse novel and history: Margaret Atwood and Bernardine Evaristo
revisioning the past – Jeri Kroll
The twentieth-century feminist project included a reappraisal of classical and biblical
myths in order to ‘re-vision,’ as Adrienne Rich phrased it (1975: 90), both texts and the
cultures that created them. This re-visioning also had the goal of reinvigorating old forms
or developing new ones to open up the possibility of alternative knowledges. Women
writers have continued to embrace the long poem, poetic sequence or hybrid verse novel
as a vehicle for discovering, rewriting or reclaiming history and thereby asking what can
be learned by retelling it from alternative perspectives, as demonstrated in two case study
narratives set in colonial Canada and Roman London: Margaret Atwood’s The Journals of
Susanna Moodie and Bernardine Evaristo’s The Emperor’s Babe. Metaphors relating to vision
or re-vision speak to questions of identity that the central characters (both of whom can
be characterised as writers) ask themselves in relation to a hegemonic culture that seeks
to control, restrict or subdue a full expression of their natures. Comparing these two
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writers also reveals how, in the twenty-first century, the feminist project of reclaiming
history encompasses perspectives of ‘the other,’ marginalised because of race and status
as well as gender.
Fugal alternatives – Dominique Hecq
For over twenty years, conflicting claims in the construction of identity have been central
to the problems of re-defining autobiography. Elizabeth Bruss (1976) referred to
autobiography as a literary practice that is in continuous flux. Georges Gusdorf (1980)
problematised the relationship between subjective and objective memory in
autobiography. Paul Eakin (1992) drew attention to the shifting boundaries between fact
and fiction in self-representation. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson (2001) argued that
autobiographical writing assigns both singular and multiple subject positions to the
representation of identity. Contemporary experimental poetry inflected by the
autobiographical drive actively engage these conflicting issues within the context of
autofiction. In this paper, I touch upon the relationships between autobiography and
fiction, and poetry and autofiction, to explore how different modes of representation raise
questions regarding the construction of identity. I will focus on my own work, especially
‘Hush’, which was written first as a novel, then as a memoir and, finally, as cross-generic
poetry.
Transpoetics: Writing the queer and trans body in fragments – Quinn Eades
In recent years we have seen an explosion of trans memoirs, but relatively few of these
have a poetic sensibility or include poetry, with Thomas Page McBee’s 2014 book Man
Alive a notable exception. In this chapter I will extend the concept of ‘transpoetics’, first
coined by trans writer and poet T.C. Tolbert in his edited collection Troubling the Line:
Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and Poetics, who said in a recent interview that poetry meant
‘I could do things in language and create a world for myself that I didn’t know how to
inhabit with my body.’ Through a close reading of Man Alive and Troubling the Line
alongside my own writing in this area, I will describe the practice of writing queer and
trans bodies through experimental, fragmentary, and poetic forms where it is not just a
preference, but a necessity, that the body be written.
‘O school, O poetry, O history’: The Collected Poems of Fay Zwicky – Lucy Dougan
Fay Zwicky’s Collected Poems brings together the body of work from the poet’s seven
books alongside poetry uncollected and unpublished. Lucy Dougan reflects on the
process of co-editing this significant volume with Tim Dolin in the last months of
Zwicky’s life.
15.00
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Afternoon Tea

15.30

Papers

The poetics and politics of paying attention on Christmas and the Cocos (Keeling)
Islands – Renee Pettitt-Schipp
In 2011 I began the job of working with ‘un-Australians’ in ‘un-Australia’. Teaching
asylum seekers on Christmas Island and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands over the next three
years became a border crossing of my own. As I heard story after story of suffering and
overcoming, I began to hear a larger narrative that spoke to what it meant to be human,
a story in which I found myself implicated. In this paper I will explore how tidalectics
and critiques of insularity informed a body of poetry that became a process of coping,
witnessing and counter-imagining, helping me find my way back to ‘others’ and a world
I thought I knew.
A hallucinated quotidian: Prose poetry and the surreal – Cassandra Atherton and
Paul Hetherington
Of the prose poem, Silliman notes, it is ‘perfect for hallucinated, fantastic and dreamlike
contents, for pieces with multiple locales and times squeezed into few words’ (The New
Sentence, 81). This, he argues, is because the quotidian nature of prose is often
unexpectedly subverted by encounters with the magnificent. This paper uses Silliman’s
assertion as a starting point to discuss the way in which the American tradition of
surrealist prose poetry employs recurring demotic elements—such as dalliance and
anecdotes—to introduce the extraordinary. This, in turn, creates a comic dimension in
such works, underscoring one of the paradoxes at the heart of the prose poetry form. We
argue that the coupling of the quotidian with the surreal in prose poetry creates and
exploits a comic tension, focussing the reader on the impossibility of objectivity and
adding a piquant playfulness to the serious issues such poems canvass. While this paper
will discuss prose poems by American prose poets Russell Edson, Charles Simic, John
Wright and Lydia Davis, the final section of this paper also analyses two prose poems
from the University of Canberra’s International Poetry Studies Institute’s Prose Poetry
Project. These works are read for their appeal to surrealism and demonstrate that
surrealist prose poetry in Australia tends, perhaps uniquely, to be focused on a fusing of
the laconic with the savage in its appeal to humour.
The possibilities of water – Jen Webb and Lorraine Webb
Artists have always collaborated with one another, but may not always recognise, or
acknowledge, the influence of collaborative practice upon their work. Recogising this,
we have consciously collaborated in a project organised according to what the US artist
team Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison call ‘conversational drift’. This is a
collaborative dialogue that enables those engaged in it to be free of the need to forge a
compromise ‘between two forces of opposition’. The language arts and the visual arts
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are often presented as though they are opposites in a dialectic, and, for generations,
makers and scholars have been captured by the problem of the relationship of text and
image, and in testing out the boundaries between writing and drawing, text and image,
abstract thought and material actuality. One of the key approaches has been ekphrastic.
We aimed, rather, to work en passant: allegorically, in what Barbara Stafford calls ‘the
creative and tentative weaving together of individuated phenomena’, modes of
correlation that allow very distinct modes of practice to collaborate, to cohere.
16.30

Drinks

16.45

Book Launch: Owen Bullock, Semi (Puncher and Wattmann), launched by Jen
Crawford

17.00

Live Link with Bath Spa University: Poetry Reading by Carrie Etter and
Miranda Barnes

17.30

Close

The BAD!SLAM!NO!BISCUIT! Canberra National Poetry Slam Heat
The Phoenix Pub, Civic, East Row, 7.30–11.30pm
featuring Quinn Eades, Paul Magee, Andrew Galan (MC)
BAD!SLAM!NO!BISCUIT! brings you one heat of many for Australia’s premier
Canberra national poetry slam. Winners of the heats will go through to the final on
Friday 7 October at the Gorman Arts Centre to decide which two champions will go to
the Australian Poetry Slam Final in Sydney on Sunday 15 October. There will be guest
performances from festival poets Quinn Eades and Paul Magee.
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Thursday, 21 September
A Celebration of Poetry, Building 1, A21 (Theatrette)
Our concluding festival event features readings, performances, and the announcement
of the University of Canberra Poetry Prizes.
14.30

Welcome and Introduction

14.40

States of Poetry: ACT Poetry Anthology Launch
Jen Webb (editor), with Paul Collis, Lesley Lebkowicz, Miranda Lello,
Paul Munden, Mark O’Connor, Anita Patel

Funded by Copyright Agency’s Cultural Fund, States of Poetry is an online poetry
anthology offering an annual snapshot of the poetry being written and published in each
state, focusing on six poets in each state, each year. Jen Webb will introduce her choices
in this her third year as editor for the ACT.
15.00

IPSI Chapbook Launches

We are pleased to launch a further three titles in the series of IPSI chapbooks: Seas and
Trees by Vahni Capildeo; Borroloola Class by Philip Hall; and Air Variations: Twenty-two
Ephemera by Jennifer Harrison.
15.30

Poetry Readings – Glyn Maxwell, Vahni Capildeo, Phillip Hall, Jennifer
Harrison, Elizabeth Campbell

Poet in Residence Glyn Maxwell is joined by judges of the various UC Poetry Prizes,
reading from their own work.
16.30

Afternoon Tea

17.00

University of Canberra Poetry Prizes

Confirmation of The Young Poets Awards, with readings by the winners
These awards are open to all Year 11 and Year 12 students in the ACT and NSW. The
awards seek to encourage young poets and to reward imaginative, well-crafted poems
with a distinctive voice. The awards will have been presented at the University Open
Day on Saturday 26 August, by Professor Lyndon Anderson, Dean, Faculty of Arts and
Design. At today’s celebration, the winning poets will be invited to read their work.
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Health Poetry Prize announcement and readings
This prize, now in its second year, is sponsored by the Dean of the Faculty of Health,
supported by IPSI. Open to anyone over the age of 18 living in Australia, the prize aims
to inspire others through poetry to consider the journey to live life well. Poets were
invited to focus on mental or physical health, and to investigate what ‘living life well’
means, considering the barriers to living a well life, promoting a life lived well, or
describing the experience of, or transition to, living life well.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Poetry Prize
The University of Canberra Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Poetry Prize aims to
inspire others through poetry to consider authentic ways of presenting, preserving and
revitalising the traditional culture and heritage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples. This is the inaugural year of the prize, which is sponsored by the Office of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Leadership and Strategy and supported by IPSI.
The prize will be announced by special guest Steven Oliver.
Vice-Chancellor’s International Poetry Prize announcement and readings
This major prize, established in 2014, celebrates the enduring significance of poetry to
cultures everywhere in the world, and its ongoing and often seminal importance to world
literatures. It marks the University of Canberra’s commitment to creativity and
imagination in all that it does, and builds on the work of the International Poetry Studies
Institute in identifying poetry as a highly resilient and sophisticated human activity. It
also builds on the activities of the Centre for Creative and Cultural Research, which
conducts wide-ranging research into human creativity and culture.
Professor H. Deep Saini, Vice-Chancellor and President, University of Canberra, will
make the announcement, and winning poets will be invited to read.
18.00
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Close of Festival Drinks

Phillip Hall, judge:
ATSI Poetry Prize

Jennifer Harrison, judge:
Health Poetry Prize

Steven Oliver, presenter:
ATSI Poetry Prize

Professor H. Deep Saini
UC Vice-Chancellor

The Poets & Other Contributors
Jeffrey Angles is a poet, translator, and professor of Japanese literature at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo. His collection of original Japanese-language poetry
Watashi no hizukehenkōsen (My International Date Line) (Shichōsha, 2016) won the Yomiuri
Prize for Literature. His monographs include Writing the Love of Boys (University of
Minnesota Press) and These Things Here and Now: Poetic Responses to the March 11, 2011
Disasters (Josai University).
Cassandra Atherton is an award-winning writer, academic and critic. She was a Harvard
Visiting Scholar in English in 2016 and a Visiting Fellow at Sophia University, Tokyo in
2014. She has published seventeen critical and creative books (with two more in progress).
She is the successful recipient of more than 15 national and international grants and
teaching awards. Her most recent books of prose poetry are Trace (Finlay Lloyd) and
Exhumed (Grand Parade).
Takako Arai, born in 1966 in Kiryū City, Gunma Prefecture, Japan, published her first
collection of poetry, Hao-bekki, in 1997. Her second collection, Tamashii dansu (2007),
received the Oguma Hideo Prize and several of the works were translated in Soul Dance:
Poems by Takako Arai (Mi’Te Press, 2008). She is an Associate Professor at Saitama
University teaching Japanese language and poetry, and since 2014 has been involved with
a regional language poetry project in Ōfunato city, Iwate Prefecture.
Miranda Barnes is a poet from the US and is now living in the UK. Recent poems appear
or are forthcoming in Under the Radar, The Compass, The Interpreter’s House, Confingo,
Lighthouse Journal and The Cresset. Miranda teaches at Bath Spa University where she
recently completed her PhD.
Tony Barnstone teaches at Whittier College in Los Angeles, California, has authored 18
books and a music CD, and is an editor and translator. His books of poetry include Tongue
of War: From Pearl Harbor to Nagasaki, which was awarded the John Ciardi Prize, and The
Golem of Los Angeles. Other awards include the Poets Prize, Grand Prize of the
Strokestown International Poetry Contest, Pushcart Prize, and fellowships from the
National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the
California Arts Council.
Judith Beveridge lives in Sydney. Her seventh collection of poetry, New and Selected
Poems, will be published by Giramondo in 2018. Her previous volumes have won a
number of prizes including NSW, Victorian and Queensland Premiers’ Poetry Awards,
the Grace Leven Poetry Prize and the Wesley Michel Wright Prize. She has also been a
recipient of the Philip Hodgins Memorial Medal. She was poetry editor for Meanjin from
2005–2015. Her work has been studied in schools and universities.
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Lachlan Brown grew up in Macquarie Fields in South West Sydney. His first book of
poetry, Limited Cities, was highly commended for the Mary Gilmore Award. His poems
have appeared in journals including Antipodes, Axon, Relief, Mascara, and Cordite. In 2017,
he was runner up in the Judith Wright Poetry Prize. Lachlan’s second book of poetry,
Lunar Inheritance, explores his Chinese-Australian heritage. He currently teaches literature
and creative writing at Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga.
Owen Bullock’s publications include River’s Edge (Recent Work Press, 2016), A Cornish
Story (Palores, 2010) and sometimes the sky isn’t big enough (Steele Roberts, 2010). He has
edited a number of journals and anthologies, including Poetry New Zealand. He recently
completed a PhD in Creative Writing at the University of Canberra.
Elizabeth Campbell has been the recipient of many prizes including the Vincent Buckley
Prize, the Marten Bequest Travelling Scholarship and an Australia Council residency in
Rome. Her books, Letters to the Tremulous Hand and Error, are published by John Leonard
Press.
Vahni Capildeo (poet in residence, see p3)
Monica Carroll is a writer, poet and lecturer at the University of Canberra. Her creative
work has been widely awarded and anthologised within Australia and abroad. Her first
collection of poetry, Isolator, will be released in September by Recent Work Press.
Bonny Cassidy has authored three collections of poetry, most recently Chatelaine
(Giramondo, forthcoming September 2017). She has been a guest of festivals and
fellowships in Ottawa, Berkeley, Kyoto, Dublin and Seoul, co-edited Contemporary
Australian Feminist Poetry (Hunter Publishers, 2016), is Feature Reviews Editor for Cordite
Poetry Review and manages the BA Creative Writing program at RMIT University,
Melbourne.
Paul Collis is a Barkindji person, an emerging academic, a prose writer and a poet. Paul’s
thesis novel, Dancing Home, won the David Unipon in 2016. He has had a number of
individual poems published in Arena and Westerly magazines. He was the first aboriginal
student to achieve honours at UC and to win the Herbert Burton Medal.
Jen Crawford’s recent poetry publications are Koel (Cordite Books) and the chapbook
lichen loves stone (Tinfish Press). She teaches poetry and creative writing within the Centre
for Creative and Cultural Research at the University of Canberra, and has also taught in
Singapore and Aotearoa/New Zealand. She grew up in Aotearoa/New Zealand and the
Philippines and holds a PhD from the University of Wollongong.
Judith Crispin is a poet, photographer, and cultural heritage/social justice academic.
Her works are performed, recorded, published and exhibited in Australia and Europe.
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Judith’s first book of poetry, The Myrrh-Bearers, was published in 2015 by Puncher and
Wattman. Her newest book, The Lumen Seed: Records of a Search in the Australian Desert,
was published by Daylight Books in January 2017. Judith spends part of each year living
and working with the Warlpiri in the Tanami desert.
Lucy Dougan’s books include Memory Shell (Five Islands Press), White Clay (Giramondo),
Meanderthals (Web del Sol) and The Guardians (Giramondo). A past poetry editor of HEAT
magazine and the current one for Axon, she works as Program Director for the China
Australia Writing Centre at Curtin University and for the magazine Westerly.
Penny Drysdale grew up in Maryborough, Victoria. She studied psychology and law,
and worked on social justice reforms throughout her varied career. She moved to Alice
Springs in 2010 and now works for the Akeyulerre Healing Centre established by
Arrernte elders to maintain culture and pass it on to the next generations. Penny won
the NT Literary Awards Poetry Prize in 2015. Her first collection of poetry, Dew and Broken
Glass, was published in 2017.
Quinn Eades is a researcher, writer, and award-winning poet whose work lies at the
nexus of feminist and queer theories of the body, autobiography, and philosophy. Eades
is published nationally and internationally, and is the author of All the Beginnings: a queer
autobiography of the body, published by Tantanoola in 2015. His first book of poetry,
Rallying, was published by UWA Publishing in 2017.
Stephen Edgar’s most recent book is Transparencies (Black Pepper, 2017). His two previous
books, Eldershaw and Exhibits of the Sun, were both shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s
Literary Awards. He has received the Grace Leven Poetry Prize (2003), the Australian
Book Review Poetry Prize (2005) and the Philip Hodgins Memorial Medal (2006). Stephen
lives in Sydney.
Carrie Etter’s most recent collection, Imagined Sons (Seren, 2014), was shortlisted for the
Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry by The Poetry Society (UK). Her chapbook,
Scar (Shearsman, 2016), is a long poem exploring the effects of climate change on her
home state of Illinois. She is Reader in Creative Writing at Bath Spa University.
Susan Fealy is a Melbourne-based poet, reviewer, clinical psychologist and Fellow in
Psychiatry at the University of Melbourne. Her poems have been published in Australian
journals and anthologies including Best Australian Poems 2009, 2010 and 2013. Others
appear in the US, India and Sweden. Among awards for her poetry are the NSW Society
of Women Writers National Poetry Prize and the Henry Kendall Poetry Award. Her first
collection, Flute of Milk (UWAP), was published this year.
Dianne Firth OAM is Adjunct Associate Professor with the Faculty of Arts and Design
at the University of Canberra. The focus of her research, publication and lecturing is
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Canberra’s landscape design and heritage. Many ideas from this research provide
inspiration for her creative textile works which are held in public and private collections
in Australia, Europe, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.
Luke Fischer is a poet, philosopher, and scholar. His books include the poetry collections
A Personal History of Vision (UWAP Poetry, 2017) and Paths of Flight (Black Pepper, 2013)
and the monograph The Poet as Phenomenologist: Rilke and the New Poems (Bloomsbury,
2015). He is currently co-editing a volume of essays on the philosophical dimensions of
Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus (Oxford University Press). He is an honorary associate at the
University of Sydney.
Caren Florance works creatively with paper, print and the book. She utilises a range of
new and old textual technologies including handset letterpress. Her special interests are
poetry and collaboration, and this is the focus of her PhD research with the University of
Canberra. She teaches book arts and typography at the ANU School of Art and Design,
and workshops for various ages and abilities. She is collected nationally and
internationally, mostly by libraries.
Andrew Galan is co-producer of renowned poetry event BAD!SLAM!NO!BISCUIT!.
Showcased at events including the Woodford, National Folk and Queensland Poetry
festivals, and Chicago’s Uptown Poetry Slam, his verse has appeared in The Best
Australian Poems, Otoliths, Empty Mirror and Cordite. That Place of Infested Roads (Life
During Wartime) (KF&S Press, 2013) was his first book and For All The Veronicas (The
Dog Who Staid) (Bareknuckle Books, 2016) is his latest.
Angela Gardner’s first poetry collection Parts of Speech (UQP, 2007) won the Thomas
Shapcott Arts Queensland Poetry Prize. She has received Fellowships, Residencies and
Awards. Her most recent collections are The Told World (Shearsman Books UK) and
Thing&Unthing (Vagabond Press, Sydney) both 2014. She edits at www.foame.org.
Charlotte Guest is a Western Australian writer and Publishing Officer at UWA
Publishing. Her writing has appeared in Overland, Griffith Review, Westerly, Australian
Book Review, Axon: Creative Explorations, Voiceworks and elsewhere. Her debut collection
of poetry, Soap, was published by Recent Work Press in 2017.
Phillip Hall worked for many years as a teacher of outdoor education and sport
throughout regional New South Wales, Northern Queensland and the Northern Territory.
He now resides in Melbourne’s Sunshine, where he works fulltime as a writer. He also
works as an editor with Verity La’s ‘Emerging Indigenous Writers Project’ and as a poetry
reader at Overland. In 2015 he published Diwurruwurru, a book of his collaborations with
the Borroloola Poetry Club. A new collection of place-based poetry, Fume, is to be
published by UWAP. This project celebrates Indigenous culture in the Northern
Territory’s Gulf of Carpentaria.
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Jennifer Harrison, Melbourne neuropsychiatrist and poet, has published five poetry
collections and two anthologies of Australian poetry, including Motherlode: Australian
Women’s Poetry 1986–2008 (Puncher & Wattmann, 2009) and Colombine: New and Selected
Poems (Black Pepper, 2010) which was shortlisted for the Western Australian Premier’s
Prize. She founded The Dax Poetry Collection in 2011 and in 2012 received the
Christopher Brennan Award for sustained contribution to Australian poetry. Jennifer’s
seventh poetry collection, Anywhy, is forthcoming from Black Pepper in 2017.
Lynda Hawryluk is a Senior Lecturer in Writing at Southern Cross University where she
is the Course Coordinator of the Associate Degree of Creative Writing. An experienced
writing workshop facilitator, Lynda has presented workshops in Australia and Canada.
She is the immediate past President/Chair of the Australasian Association of Writing
Programs, a Committee Member of the Byron Writers Festival and has been published
in a variety of academic and creative publications.
Dominique Hecq, with a PhD in literary studies, has a background in languages,
psychoanalysis, and translation. Towards a Poetics of Creative Writing (2015) is her latest
book on poetics. She is the author of thirteen full-length creative works. Her awards
include the Martha Richardson Medal for Poetry, the New England Review Prize for
Poetry and the inaugural AALITRA Prize for Literary Translation (Spanish/English).
Hush: A Fugue has just been released in the UWAP Poetry Series.
Paul Hetherington, Head of the International Poetry Studies Institute at the University
of Canberra, has published eleven poetry collections, including Burnt Umber and Gallery
of Antique Art and edited three volumes of the diaries of the artist Donald Friend for the
National Library of Australia. He won the 2014 Western Australian Premier’s Book
Awards (poetry). In 2015–16 he undertook an Australia Council for the Arts Literature
Board Residency at the BR Whiting Studio in Rome.
Sarah Holland-Batt is a Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at QUT. Her most recent
book, The Hazards (UQP, 2015) won the 2016 Prime Minister’s Literary Award for Poetry.
Her poems have been widely published in journals such as The New Yorker, Poetry, and
elsewhere, and have been translated into several languages; a Spanish translation of The
Hazards is forthcoming from Vaso Roto in late 2017. She is the editor of The Best Australian
Poems 2017 (Black Inc), and Poetry Editor of Island.
Ivor Indyk is the publisher of the award-winning literary imprint Giramondo, and
Whitlam Professor in the Writing and Society Research Centre at Western Sydney
University. He was the founding editor of the literary magazine HEAT, and co-founder
of the Sydney Review of Books.
JC Inman is a Canberra poet who has performed locally and internationally. The recipient
of the 2012 NSW Countrylink Poetry Prize and 2016 Canberra Critics Circle Award for
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his event ‘That Poetry Thing That Is On At Smith’s Every Other Monday; An Evening
With...’. Currently he is completing a collection of new and less new poems.
Hiromi Ito is an award-winning poet, born in Tokyo in 1955. Her first poetry collection
was published in 1978 with many to follow on women’s life, Despair of Women (2008),
Book of Menopause (2013) and A Life of Woman (2014); and life and death, Dog Heart (2013),
Father Lives (2014), Tree Spirits Glass Spirits (2014) and Thoughts on Harakiri (2017). In her
two latest poetry collections, Wild Glass on the Riverbank (2005) and Tales of Shinsugamo
Pilgrimage (2007), were inspired by early moralistic storytelling in Buddhism teachings.
Lisa Jacobson is the author of four poetry collections: Hair & Skin & Teeth (Five islands
Press, 1995); The Sunlit Zone (Five Islands Press, 2012), which won the Adelaide Festival
John Bray Poetry Award and was shortlisted in four other national awards; South in the
World (UWA Publishing, 2014); and The Asylum Poems (IPSI, 2016). She lives in Melbourne,
and is an Honorary Research Fellow at La Trobe University.
Subhash Jaireth, now Canberra based, was born in Khanna and spent nine years in
Moscow between 1969 and 1978 before returning to India. He has published three
collections of poetry and four books of fiction and non-fiction in Hindi, Russian and
English. His book of poetic prose pieces Incantations (Recent Work Press) was released in
September 2016.
Mayu Kanamori is a Sydney based storyteller working across various mediums. As a
radio producer, she has received a commendation for United Nations Association Media
Peace Award Promotion of Multicultural Issues, Broome NAIDOC Non Indigenous
Reconciliation Award, and has been a finalist for Walkley Awards for Excellence in
Journalism. She is a board member of The Koto Music Institute of Australia, on the
management committee of Living with Our Dead, and a founding member of Nikkei
Australia.
Harumi Kawaguchi was born in Obama, Fukui prefecture, Japan, in 1962. She started
writing poems in university and published her first collection, Mizuhime (Water Princess,
1985), on her graduation. She worked for one of the biggest trading companies in Japan,
taught creative writing courses at universities and edited anthologies. She received the
Yamamoto Kenkichi Literary Prize (for poetry section) for her poetry collection, Map of
the Peninsula (2009) and the Takami Jun Poetry Prize for Tiger is Here (2015).
Christopher (Kit) Kelen is an Australian poet, scholar and painter, and Professor of
English at the University of Macau, in south China, where he has taught Literature and
Creative Writing for the last 17 years. Books of his poetry have been published in Chinese,
Indonesian, Portuguese, French, Filipino, Swedish, Italian and Spanish. Kelen’s most
recent English-language volume of poems is Scavengers Season (Puncher and Wattmann,
2014). His next collection, Poor Man’s Coat - Hardanger Poems, is forthcoming with UWAP.
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Rina Kikuchi is an associate professor at Shiga University. She has an MA in comparative
literary theories (University of Warwick) and a PhD in contemporary Irish poetry (Chiba
University) for which her study included a year of research at Trinity College, Dublin.
She is a visiting fellow at ANU and UC, researching and translating Japanese women’s
poetry.
Kathy Kituai is founder and facilitator of Limestone Tanka Poets and Kate’s Kitchen. She
has received two Canberra Critic awards and facilitated creative writing courses in
Scotland, SA, NSW, and ACT since 1990. She has published seven poetry collections, five
anthologies, a children’s picture book, and a four-part documentary for NBC radio. Her
latest publication, Deep in the Valley of Tea Bowls, won the 2016 ACT Writing and Publisher
Award.
John Knight founded Pitt Street Poetry with Linsay Knight in 2012 and they have since
published 38 poetry collections by 22 poets. The books have been warmly received and
have won their fair share of the usual prizes. The imprint strives for an understated
elegance in its production values. In 2013 Martin Duwell was moved to comment ‘... these
three small books set a standard in Australian poetry publishing.’
Jeri Kroll is Emeritus Professor of English and Creative Writing. Recent co-edited works
are Research Methods in Creative Writing (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) and Old and New, Tried
and Untried: Creativity and Research in the 21st Century University (Common Ground, 2016).
She has published 25 books including Vanishing Point (Puncher and Wattman), shortlisted
for the 2015 Queensland Literary Awards. Jeri is also studying for a Doctorate of Creative
Arts at the University of Wollongong.
Harry Laing is a poet and comic performer. His first book of poems for kids aged 6-12,
Shoctopus – poems to grip you! (Bunda Press, 2015), has proved a hit with kids (and teachers
and grandparents). He is in demand for his poetry writing workshops in schools,
regularly performs his poems for large audiences of children and has appeared at youth
literature festivals. Harry is an ACT Chief Minister’s Reading Challenge ambassador.
Penelope Layland has worked as a journalist, speech writer and communications
professional and has had two collections of poetry published. She recently completed a
practice-based PhD at the University of Canberra.
Jeanine Leane is a Wiradjuri writer currently teaching at the University of Melbourne In
2010 she completed a doctoral thesis that analysed three iconic settler representations of
Aboriginal Australians. Jeanine’s first volume of poetry, Dark Secrets After Dreaming: AD
1887-1961 (2010) won the Scanlon Prize for Indigenous Poetry. Her manuscript, Purple
Threads, won the David Unaipon Award at the 2010 Queensland Premier’s Literary
Awards.
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Lesley Lebkowicz’s last book, The Petrov Poems, won a Canberra Critics’ Circle award,
was shortlisted for the 2014 ACT Book of the Year and won the 2014 ACT Writing and
Publishing Award (Poetry). She had her first exhibition of ceramics earlier in 2017. She
leads the Canberra Insight Meditation Group. lesleylebkowicz.com.
Miranda Lello thinks poetry is broken, but that’s what she likes about it. In March this
year she published her debut collection of poetry, A Song the World to Come (Recent Work
Press), which took 35 years to write. Her muses include Canberra, bicycles, and traveling
alone.
Stephanie Liddicoat graduated with a Master of Architecture from Victoria University
in Wellington, New Zealand, with her final thesis examining the design of environments
for mental health. Her current doctoral research thesis examines mental health service
user spatial perceptions and experience of built space. This piqued her interest in
narratives in architecture and built environments, and how engagements with
architectural space are where stories unfold. She uses poetry, narrative and fictocriticism
to inspire and direct her teaching and design practice.
Paul Magee is a poet and researcher in poetics at the University of Canberra. He is author
of Stone Postcard (John Leonard Press 2014), Cube Root of Book (John Leonard Press, 2006)
and the ethnographic monograph From Here to Tierra del Fuego (University of Illinois Press,
2000).
Glyn Maxwell (poet in residence, see p3)
Paul Munden is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Canberra, where he is also
Program Manager for the International Poetry Studies Institute. He has published four
collections of poetry, including The Bulmer Murder (Recent Work Press, 2017), and a new
collection, Chromatic, will be published by UWAP in October.
Lizz Murphy has published eight poetry titles including Shebird, Portraits and Six Hundred
Dollars by PressPress; Two Lips went Shopping and her best-known anthology Wee Girls:
Women Writing from an Irish Perspective by Spinifex Press; and a reprint of her Picaro
chapbook Walk the Wildly by Ginninderra Press. Lizz is widely published in national and
international journals and in several anthologies. Lizz’ awards include Anutech Poetry
Prize, Rosemary Dobson Poetry Award, ACT Creative Fellowship for Literature and a
commendation in the Blake Poetry Prize.
Kerrie Nelson is a prize-winning poet who has been published in Australian Poetry, Best
Australian Poems 2015, Mascara Literary Review, Westerly (Crossings) 2017 and the Canberra
Times. She is currently writing a memoir with poetry at the University of Canberra as
part of a Masters by Research program.
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Catherine Noske is a lecturer and an editor of Westerly Magazine at the University of
WA. Her research has been awarded the A.D. Hope Prize from the Association for the
Study of Australian Literature, twice she has received the Elyne Mitchell Prize for Rural
Women Writers and her current manuscript was shortlisted for the 2015 Dorothy Hewett
Award. She has been a committee member for the Australian Short Story Festival, judged
the WA Premier’s Book Prize, and is a board member for writing WA and A Maze of
Story.
Mark O’Connor, born in Melbourne and currently living in Canberra, has published 15
books of verse, and won many prizes and awards. His poetry shows a special interest in
the natural world. He was the Australian National University’s H C Coombs Fellow in
1999, and thereafter a Visiting Scholar in its Department of Archaeology and Natural
History. He holds a doctorate in Shakespearian studies, and is the editor of Oxford
University Press’s Two Centuries of Australian Poetry.
Steven Oliver is a descendant of the Kuku-Yalanji, Waanyi, Gangalidda, Woppaburra,
Bundjalung and Biripi (in other words, biggest mob) peoples. He has worked with
numerous theatre companies and arts organisations across Australia and is currently an
artist in residence at La Boite Theater Company. He became notorious with ABC’s hit
sketch show Black Comedy as a writer/actor/associate producer and is also a published
playwright and poet with his poetry accumulating over two million views online. He
currently works at the Brisbane Indigenous Media Association as its Creative Director.
Moya Pacey was born and grew up in Middlesbrough in the north of England. She came
to Canberra in 1978 when it was a country town masquerading as a city and taught
English until she retired in 2005. Her first collection, The Wardrobe (Ginninderra Press)
was runner up for the ACT Writers’ Centre Poetry Award in 2010, and her second, Black
Tulips, has been published this year by Recent Work Press. She is co-editor with Sandra
Renew of the online poetry journal, Not Very Quiet.
Anita Patel was born in Singapore and lives in Canberra, Australia. She has had work
published in a number of journals and anthologies including Pardon My Garden (Harper
Collins, 1992). She won the ACT Writers Centre Poetry Prize in 2004 for her poem Women’s
Talk, and has performed her poetry at many events. She was the feature poet for the
Mother Tongue Showcase at Belconnen Arts Centre in 2016.
Renee Pettitt-Schipp lived in the Indian Ocean Territories for three years before her
return to Fremantle in 2014. Renee’s work has appeared in numerous exhibitions, major
publications, on national radio as well as recorded and performed live in venues
throughout Australia and overseas. Renee is currently completing her PhD in Creative
Writing through Curtin University and her first book of poetry, shortlisted for the
Dorothy Hewett manuscript prize, is due for release with UWA Publishing in February
2018.
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Sandra Renew writes poetry as protest and dissent. She writes as social and political
critique, not to preach to the converted or to change the minds of the establishment, but
to witness, document and keep the issues alive in the discourse as an antidote to
complacent amnesia.
Sarah Rice won the inaugural 2014 Ron Pretty Prize and the 2014 Bruce Dawe Prize, and
co-won the 2013 Winning Ventures International Prize and the 2011 Gwen Harwood
Prize. Her limited-edition art-book of poetry, Those Who Travel (prints by Patsy Payne,
Ampersand Duck, 2010), is held in the NGA and other institutions. Her first full
collection, Fingertip of the Tongue, will be published by UWAP in October.
Ravi Shankar is author/editor of a dozen books, including most recently The Golden
Shovel: New Poems Honoring Gwendolyn Brooks and Autobiography of a Goddess, translations
of the 9th century Tamil poet/saint, Andal. He founded the online journal of arts Drunken
Boat, has won a Pushcart Prize and a RISCA artist grant, has appeared in The New York
Times, The Paris Review, on NPR, the BBC and PBS, and been interviewed and translated
into over 10 languages.
Maggie Shapley is a Canberra poet and University Archivist at the Australian National
University. She won the 2003 ACT Writers Centre Poetry Award and her poems have
been published in literary journals, anthologies, and on Canberra buses. She recently
published her first collection, Proof, with Recent Work Press, and writes prose poems as
part of the Prose Poetry Project at the University of Canberra.
Melinda Smith is the author of five poetry books, the most recent of which is Goodbye,
Cruel (Pitt St Poetry, 2017). Her work has been anthologised widely and translated into
multiple languages. She received the 2014 Prime Minister’s Literary Award for poetry.
She is based in the ACT and is a former poetry editor for The Canberra Times.
Shane Strange tutors and lectures in Writing and Literary Studies at the University of
Canberra. He is a writer whose poetry and short form writing has been published widely
in Australia. He is also a publisher and editor at Recent Work Press, a small press based
in Canberra, Australia.
Keijiro Suga is a Tokyo-based poet and professor of critical theory at Meiji University’s
graduate program. He has published four collections of poems under the general title of
Agend’Ars with the fifth, Numbers in the Twilight, to be published this Autumn. His antitravelogue Transversal Journeys (2010) was awarded the Yomiuri Prize for Literature in
2011. His translations include Edouard Glissant’s Poetique de la Relation, Isabel Allende’s
Paula, Aimee Bender’s The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake and others.
David Terelinck’s tanka appears regularly in publications in Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, Canada, England and the United States. David has published two tanka
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collections, Casting Shadows (2011) and Slow Growing Ivy (2014), and a collaborative
collection with Beverley George, A Shared Umbrella (2016). He is on the selection panel
for GUSTS: Contemporary Tanka, and was recently appointed tanka editor for cattails,
the online journal of the United Haiku and Tanka Society.
Saaro Umar is an Oromo Poet. Her work has appeared in Australian Poetry, Overland,
Cordite, Expound and Scum among others.
Jen Webb works at the University of Canberra as the Director of the Centre for Creative
and Cultural Research. She has been published in journals both national and international
and has been widely anthologised. Her poems have been selected by Les Murray and
John Tranter for Best Australian Poems. She has published 6 pamphlet collections, and is
editor for the Australian Book Review’s ‘States of Poetry’ annual anthology, the
Mandarin/English collection, Open Windows: Contemporary Australian Poetry, and
for Writing the Pacific.
Lorraine Webb, born in South Africa, has studied at the Universities of Canterbury and
Melbourne. She has been the recipient of the Zinni Douglas Merit Award, Cranleigh
Barton Drawing Award and William Hodges Fellowship in Southland, New Zealand and
an invited artist in residence at CAMAC, Centre of Contemporary Art in Champagne,
France. Lorraine is a Fellow at the School of Design at Whanganui UCOL, where she
teaches drawing and painting.
Mags Webster is a PhD candidate at Murdoch University, Western Australia. She holds
an MFA in Creative Writing (poetry) from City University of Hong Kong, a BA with First
Class Honours in English and Creative Writing from Murdoch University, and a BA
(Hons) in English and Drama from the University of Kent. Her book, The Weather of
Tongues (Sunline Press), won Australia’s 2011 Anne Elder Award for best debut poetry
collection.
Christine Wiesenthal is a Professor at the University of Alberta, Canada, and is currently
Visiting Professor at the University of Canberra. Her works include a biography, The HalfLives of Pat Lowther, shortlisted for Canada’s 2006 Governor-General’s Award for Literary
Nonfiction, as well as poetry, literary criticism, and an edited collection of poetry. Several
article-length studies of Canadian women’s experimental cross-genre writing by authors
such as Anne Carson and Aislinn Hunter are forthcoming as are two new creative prosepoetry projects inspired by her stay in Canberra.
Kayoko Yamasaki is a Japanese-Serbian poet and translator, who has lived in Belgrade
since 1981 and has authored twelve poetry books (six in Japanese and six in Serbian). Her
works have received literary awards, including the Yomiuri Award for A Poetry Diary
from Belgrade (2015) and the Milica Stojadinovic Award for Flowers in Water (2015). She
performs poetry at refugee camps and schools. She is a professor at Belgrade University.
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IPSI: International Poetry Studies Institute
The International Poetry Studies Institute (IPSI) is part of the Centre for Creative and
Cultural Research, Faculty of Arts and Design, University of Canberra. IPSI conducts
research related to poetry, and publishes and promulgates the outcomes of this research
internationally. The institute also publishes poetry and interviews with poets, as well as
related material, from around the world. Publication of such material takes place in IPSI’s
online journal Axon: Creative Explorations (www. axonjournal.com.au) and through other
publishing vehicles, such as the IPSI chapbook series. IPSI’s goals include working—
collaboratively, where possible—for the appreciation and understanding of poetry, poetic
language and the cultural and social significance of poetry. The institute also organises
symposia, seminars, readings and other poetry-related activities and events.

CCCR: Centre for Creative & Cultural Research
The Centre for Creative and Cultural Research (CCCR) is IPSI’s umbrella organisation
and brings together staff, adjuncts, research students and visiting fellows who work on
key challenges within the cultural sector and creative field. A central feature of its research
concerns the effects of digitisation and globalisation on cultural producers, whether
individuals, communities or organisations.

Festival Director: Paul Munden
Assistant Director: Shane Strange
Festival Assistants: Silvana Moro, Jane Healey, Beriy Zipamo
Head of IPSI: Professor Paul Hetherington
Director of the CCCR: Distinguished Professor Jen Webb
CCCR Research Development Officer: Katie Hayne

The University of Canberra acknowledges the Copyright Agency Cultural Fund for
supporting the Poetry Editor project involving the Festival Assistants named above.
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Theatrette (1A21, below Concourse, near Mizzuna Café): best parking is in the Allawoona
Street car park.
Clive Price Suite (1C, above refectory): best parking is in the car parks along Bimbimbie
Street.
Workshops (1C105, first right along the corridor from the main entrance): best parking is in
the car parks along Bimbimbie Street.

http://poetryonthemove2016.eventbrite.com.au

FESTIVAL BOOKING INFORMATION
All the University of Canberra events are free but numbers are limited.
Please refer to the Eventbrite booking page for full details.
http://poetryonthemove2017.eventbrite.com.au

International Poetry Studies Institute
Centre for Creative and Cultural Research
Faculty of Arts and Design
University of Canberra
ACT 2601
Australia
http://ipsi.org.au
http://www.canberra.edu.au/cccr

